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Abstract—This paper presents an exhaustive study into the 
different topologies of virtual ambiguous keyboards that 
operate by scanning techniques, analyzing the text entry 
average time (tc) and the average number of user inputs 
(UIc) per character. 
 An mathematical model shows that in comparison with 
unambiguous one, text entry, in multi-tap mode, doesn’t 
offers better performance,because both tc and UIc are 
greater in them. Another method of text entry, called Tnk 
(Text in n keys), offers improvement with respect to 
unambiguous keyboards. But solely highly ambiguous key-
board (4-keys keyboards) shows a jointly reduction in tc and 
UIc . Results obtained with the model do to focus on highly 
ambiguous keyboard. This paper demonstrate, using 
simulation with extensive text, that character prediction with 
TnK mode only have better performance than unambiguous 
keyboard with character prediction in UIc parameter. 
Another techniques of text entry are also studied. 
 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
There exists various techniques that allow handicapped 

individuals to write text; increasing text entry rate  and/or 
reducing the number of user inputs. One of them is called 
on screen or virtual keyboard (VK). A VK is a application 
software that paints a keyboard layout on the computer 
screen. A typical comparison amongst the different 
keyboards consists in obtaining some parameters 
simulating keyboard behavior in a computer. A extensive 
text obtained from sources such as digital journals, 
magazines, etc, could be used as input of the simulated 
keyboard [1,2]. Simulations determine estimations about 
text entry rate and number of user inputs per character 

Virtual keyboards (VK) are usually set in a rectangular 
matrix of keys, each one of them, could contain a different 
amount of characters in them (although optimal VK’s can 
have a button arrangement different than the rectangular 
matrix [3], the use of rectangular ones is very common 
[2,4,5,6]. A VK that has one character in each key is 
called an unambiguous keyboard. On the other hand, an 
ambiguous VK contains more than one character on one 
or more keys. These ones require the disambiguation of 
the character contained in the key. 

Access to the keys of the VK are performed by cyclic 
scanning. In linear scan, each key is highlighted, one after 
the other. Linear scanning is useful when the keyboards are 
highly ambiguous (no more than 4 keys). This is not the 
case in other keyboards where it is best to perform row-
column scans. In them, each row of matrix is highlighted, 
one after other. A user input, when a row is highlighted, 
triggers a row selection and the beginning of linear scan 
over the keys contained in the pre-selected row, other 
scanning method are not considered in this work. The scan 

can be automatic or manual. In the first, a timer establishes 
when the row, key or character is highlighted. In the latter, 
the user input triggers the advance of highlighting. This 
paper focuses mainly on the automated scans, because only 
requires one user input: selection. 

II. CHOSEN TOPOLOGIES 
In this paper fixed character layout are chosen. 

Character distribution in them is based on frequency in 
Spanish  language. These keyboard are considered 
optimal because tex input rate (tc) is increased without 
affects of number of user input (UIc) like it is mentioned 
in the introduction . 

Figure 1 shows an optimal unambiguous keyboard that 
is the reference for this analysis, this is the conventional 
keyboard (called CONV). It can be observed that 
punctuation marks and accented vowels are not 
considered in this study. 

Figures 2,3,4,5,6 show ambiguous keyboard analyzed 
(called REDn where n is the number of keys).  The 
layouts choice allows to study how affects to the 
performance the grade of ambiguity.  

 
 

 

 

 

 

Figure1. Optimal unambiguous keyboard for Spanish. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.Ambiguos keyboard with four keys (called RED4).  
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EASRLCUMGQFJÑK ONIDTPBVYHZXW

SPACE NEXT

SPACE E O      R      C     B

A S I      T      G    F

N L U      V      H    Ñ

D P Q      J      X    W

M Y Z      K         
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Figure 3. Ambiguos keyboard with six keys (called RED6) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Ambiguos keyboard with nine keys (called RED9) 
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Figure 5 Ambiguos keyboard with twelve keys (called RED12) 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. Ambiguous keyboard with sixteen keys (called RED16) 

 
In all the ambiguous layouts a NEXT key is introduced. 

This key is necessary for one of a the text input method 
explained in section 4 (called Tnk). The other text input 
method have same layout but does not have NEXT key 
and character distribution is not the same. 

III. MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

The average time used to access a character tc is given 
by relationship 1, where p represents a probabilities 
matrix of character in a alphabet and tl the access times 
matrix of VK. 

l
T

c tp=t .  (1) 
      
     Assuming that word average length, including space 
character, is 5.5 for Spanish, equation 2 gives words per 
minute (WPM). 

WPM=60/(5.5  tc)    (2) 
The UI average is obtained the same way. Let uil be the 

matrix that represents the numbers of necessary user 

inputs to access a specific character in VK. Then, UIc is 
given by equation 3. 

l
T

c uip=IU .      (3) 
 

A parameter that affects the WPM is the time scan Tscan, 
which is included in the matrix tl. If the scan is done 
quickly the number of written words is increased. Studies 
[4,5,8] have shown that the optimal time scan is related to 
the reaction time of the user (tr) by a constant equal to 
.0.65: Tscan  ≥ tr/0.65. The scan time appears in all of the 
components of the matrix tl: the row scan, the column 
scan and letters scan within each key. All of them are 
performed in a time equal to Tscan . To assign a value to 
Tscan  in itself is not relevant to the effects of establishing 
comparisons of methods and VKs for this reason, we will 
set this parameter to one. The calculation of tc for other 
Tscan can be gotten by multiplying the result obtained from 
the unitary reference by the scanning time. 

IV. TEXT INPUT METHODS 

In this section mathematical model is applied to the 
topologies under test using two text inputs methods: 
multitap and TnK(text in n keys). 

A. Ambiguous keyboard with multi-tap operation 
Access to the letters on an ambiguous keyboard 

initially requires access to the key and, and then, access to 
the character it contains. Table 1 contains tc, UIc and 
WPM for different keyboards that use row and column 
scans to access the virtual keys, and linear for the 
selection of the letter within the key (REDnkRC where nk 
is the number of keys and RC represents row-column 
scanning). The corresponding parameters of a four keys 
VK with a lineal scan are also represented (RED4L).  

It can be seen that tc progressively decreases in 
relation to the increase of ambiguity (with exception of 
RED4RC keyboard because it uses an unappropriated 
scanning method), reaching a minimum in VK with 6 
keys. In all of them WPM is always less than an 
unambiguous one(CONV), and they show a greater UIc. A 
keyboard with only 4 keys, when using a lineal scan 
(RED4L), is able to get a tc close to the unambiguous one 
and with an identical UIc. 

TABLE I MULTI-TAP OPERATION MODE RESULTS FOR DIFFERENT 

KEYBOARD LAYOUTS USING ROW-COLUMN OR LINEAR KEY 

SCANNING, LINEAR SCANNING FOR CHARACTER INTO THE KEY AND 
TSCAN = 1S. 

layout tc(s) UIc WPM 

red4l 4.23 2.00 2.58 

red4rc 4.91 3.00 2.22 

red6rc 4.56 3.00 2.39 

red9rc 4.63 3.00 2.36 

red12rc 4.63 3.00 2.36 

red16rc 4.70 3.00 2.32 

conv 4.18 2.00 2.61 
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spkc ttt +→ 5

B. Ambiguous keyboards with Tnk operation mode 
There exists a method of text entry on mobiles, called 

T9 (text in 9 keys), property of Tegic Communication, 
that accelerates the process of writing when it is compared 
to the multi-tap method. In [9] it is shown that WPM is 
bigger in T9 than using multi-tap, and in [10] a 
comparative table for mobile phone can be seen, where 
the KSPC (keystrokes per character), with a T9 method, is 
close to one. 

The Tnk method (generalization of T9 for nt keys) 
requires a dictionary and a search engine. Initially, the 
user selects keys that contain characters of the words that 
the user wants to write. As the writing continues, the 
system shows the most likely word associated to the 
selected keys sequence. In most cases (95% according to 
[9] for mobile phones), the system presents the word 
sought. So, the user only needs to select the SPACE key 
to accept the suggested word and continue writing. Only                                       
in 5% of the cases the suggested word is not accepted. 
Under these circumstances, the user should use the NEXT 
key in order to see the other options. Also, the word 
sought may not be found in the dictionary and obviously 
will not be shown as an option. This is the worst case 
scenario. The user must go to an alternative mode, for 
example, the multi-tap for text writing. In short, the T9 
system for mobile phones is very efficient. Nonetheless, 
both (if the word is not in the dictionary or it is not shown 
in first position) make the KSPC to be slightly grater than 
1. 

In order to implement this method in ambiguous VK 
with n keys (Tnk method), a NEXT key is required on the 
keyboard. Using the NEXT key, the user can see the next 
offered word. However, this can produce fatigue to the 
user and increase the number of user inputs. It would be 
preferable to use an automatic variant that generates a 
linear scan among the items of the list. This variant 
requires only an additional user input in order to choose 
the word of the list. The time scan between list items will 
be considered equal to Tscan. 

In Tnk mode, the SPACE character has an additional 
functional: accepting the initially offered word. For this, 
SPACE character needs to not be integrated with another 
character in the same key, because the system would not 
be able to distinguish if the user is selecting the suggested 
word or if he(or she) is introducing a new character. 
Figure 8 shows the generic structure of a VK where the 
NEXT and the SPACE keys are separated. Through the 
visor the user recognizes the first suggested word by the 
system. If the SPACE key is pressed, the suggested word 
is accepted and the SPACE between words is 
automatically introduced. If the NEXT key is pressed, the 
system shows other suggested words in a new window 
where each word is highlighted through linear scan. In 
such a situation a user input makes the system introduce 
the outstanding word in the text. Nevertheless, if the scan 
of suggested words reaches the end of the list, it continues 
over VK in multi-tap mode, where, now, it is no longer 
necessary to select the SPACE key (the system does it 
automatically), because the word length is known and 
there are no typewriter errors. 

The text entry rate and the number of user inputs for 

each character in Tnk mode is related to Kt  y KUI . 
They represent the time necessary to select a key and the 
number of user actions to access it. In an ideal situation, 
where all sought words were always suggested by the VK 
in the first position, the average text entry time per 
character would be given by equation 4, where tsp  is the 
access time to the Key with the SPACE function and we 
are assuming that the average length of a word in Spanish 
is  5 letters.  

                   
                             (4) 

A similar result can be obtained for user input (equation 
5). Here KSPCsp is keystrokes for character that space key 
requires. 
                   
                        (5) 
 

An estimation of the values of tk and UIk can be 
obtained by the probability of one key, Tij (placed on row 
i, column j of VK). This probability is obtained by adding 
the probabilities of the letters, l, that the key contains,  and 
the time employed by scanning to reach it, or t(Tij) 
(equation 6). 

 
 

 
                              (6) 
 
 
 
As the ambiguity of the keyboard increases, tK and the 

probability of finding the sought after word at first position 
decreases. This causes an increment in the key NEXT use. 
Apart from RED4L keyboard, and assuming that it's not 
possible to achieve a 100% hit rate on the dictionary, all 
keyboards have greater UIc than unambiguous ones. Also, 
it's suitable VKs where its tK parameter be much lower 
than tc for CONV. Thus, the time penalties, caused by 
dictionary misses, could maintain tc for ambiguous VKs 
under the one for CONV. Table 2 shows text entry time 
and number of user inputs per character for differents Vks 
operated by Tnk mode with a dictionary hit rate of 85%. 

TABLE II. COMPARISON AMONG DIFFERENT AMBIGUOUS 

KEYBOARDS WITH A TSCAN = 1 IN TNK MODE. 

layout tc UIc 

red4 3.15 1.4 

red6 4.30 2.79 

red9 4.39 2.79 

red12 4.94 2.77 

red16 5.02 2.70 

conv 4.18 2 

 

V. AMBIGUOUS KEYBOARD WITH CHARACTER 
PREDICTION 

Discarding multi-tap mode, because mathematical 
model results have shown that it has a worse performance 
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with respect to unambiguous keyboard, we consider a VK 
that uses a prediction list and a Tnk operation mode.  

When scanning starts, the user goes on selecting keys, 
one after the other one. Each key selection makes the VK 
show the most likely characters associated to previous 
prefix in each item of prediction list. Notice that each key 
contains various characters and, therefore, a sequence of 
stroked keys generates a set of prefixes. Prediction list is 
made from a prefix table  using this set. Scanning starts on 
the prediction list, when prediction is enabled, and 
continues on keys array if any item of prediction list is 
selected (this process is shown in figure 7). 

When the user finishes selecting the keys that contain 
the character of the word that he or she wants to write, the 
window of VK shows the most likely word. Selecting a 
SPACE character accepts this word and introduces a 
space in the text. But if the word shown in the window is 
not the wished one, the user must select NEXT in order to 
VK shows the rest of the suggested words. In such a case, 
a new window that contains the words that match with 
key selected sequence is opened. Scanning continues on 
this new window item by item. If searched word is not in 
it, scanning continues on the keys array but now in multi-
tap mode. Notice that the SPACE character could be in 
prediction list and, therefore, its selection causes the same 
effect that the user would choose the SPACE key in the 
keys array: acceptance of the suggested word that appears 
on window and introduction of a gap in the text. 

�
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Ambiguous VK with character prediction and Tnk 

operation mode. 

 

VI. SIMULATION RESULTS 

In order to check the model's effectiveness, a program 
has been made in C that interact with the database 
MySQL, that houses prefix table. This database has been 
obtained from a dictionary with the 10,000 most likely 
Spanish words [11]. The program emulates VK operation 
and uses a sample text selected from a collection of 
documents of various types: sports, religion, etc., with a 
total of 960,180 words and an average of 4.91 characters 
per word. The mean hit rate in the dictionary is 0.85%. 

For all experiments, we have used two parameters: 
prediction list length, ls, and prediction turn-on�delay, d, 
that represents the number of needed inputs before 
prediction runs. We will also use similar reference of 
comparison results obtained from unambiguous keyboards 
with character prediction. Our interest is to demonstrate if 
there exists advantages using ambiguous keyboard instead 
unambiguous one, when they have character prediction. 
We will also focus on 4-keys VK (RED4), because it's the 
only the VK that, in Tnk mode, that improves 
unambiguous one. 

A. Unambiguous virtual keyboard results 
Figures 8 and 9 show average text entry time and the 

average number of user inputs per character for 
unambiguous keyboard. . 

 
 
 

 
Figure 8. Average text entry time per character for unambiguous 

virtual keyboard with linear scanning of its prediction list. 

 

Figure 9. Average number of user inputs per character for 

unambiguous virtual key-board with linear scanning of its prediction 

list. 

 
For unambiguous virtual keyboard the best choice is a 
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long as possible. With this selection, an unambiguous 
keyboard with character prediction obtains better 
performance that 4-key VK with a�Tnk�operation mode. 

B. Ambiguous keyboard results 
Figure 10 shows average text entry time per character 

for different lengths of list and prediction turn-on delays 
with linear scanning of prediction list. The time tc 
decreases as delay increases for a ls = 1. This situation is 
maintained until ls reaches a value equal to 4. From that 
value, if ls increases, the time tc behaves in an opposite 
way. This said, tc increases as delay does for high ls 
values. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
1.15

1.2

1.25

1.3

1.35

1.4

UI
c(s.

ls

d=1
d=2
d=3
d=4
d=5

Figure 10. Average text entry time per character for 4-keys virtual 
keyboard (RED4) with linear scanning of its prediction list. 

 
Figure 11 shows the average number of user inputs per 

character for 4-keys VK . For all possible values of d, tc 
decreases as ls increases. The number of user inputs 
increases as delay does. Notice that UIc improves with 
respect to ambiguous VK with Tnk (see table 2) operation 
mode. This is caused, on one hand, due to the fact that the 
user finds the character on the prediction list, although its 
probability be low. On the other hand, selecting a 
character on the list helps VK to do disambiguation, thus 
the probability to find the searched word on first place is 
high. In comparison to unambiguous one, this one has 
better performance. 
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Figure 11. Average number of user inputs per character for RED4 with 
row-column scanning of its prediction list. 

 

VII. CONCLUSIONS 
In this paper an exhaustive study of different 

methodologies to entry text using character prediction is 
shown. This study includes text entry speed and the 
number of inputs that a user has to generate. We've 
focused on VK operated by a external button.  

The results demonstrate that there is no VK and 
method that improve both tc and UIc. An unambiguous VK 
with character prediction, delay equal to 1, with a long 
prediction list and linear scanning is better to minimize tc. 
On the other hand, a 4-keys VK with similar conditions 
for delay and list length minimizes UIc. 
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